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What is better than Honda Genuine Accessories to make
your Honda truly yours? For extra luggage capacity,
improved comfort, rugged protections, extended
performance or just an even better looking bike, we
have everything covered. Built with the same attention
to detail as your Honda, supported by a 2-year warranty,
our accessories will suit perfectly your bike and add to
its value. Ask your local Honda Dealer. He knows how
to make your Honda truly yours.
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ACCESSORIES
CB1000R
NEW
MODEL

PRESS RELEASE

T he bike that changed everything

H

After 5 consecutive titles in the World Grand Prix Road Racing Series, Honda decided to
withdraw and turn toward its primary target: transfer the technology obtained in competition to develop high-performance consumer machines. After a first attempt with
a 450cc, Honda released the CB750 Four in January 1969. The initial production
forecast of 1,500 units a year became soon a monthly figure and then jumped
to 3,000 units/month. By pushing the boundaries of performance, reliability
and easy handling in motorcycles, Honda created a new class of Superbikes.
The CB1000R is the modern expression
of the same spirit that guides Honda
engineers since decades.

The Dream CB750 FOUR, which
hit the market in July 1969
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€761.00 €630.00

QUICK SHIFTER*
08U70-MKJ-D00

By measuring the intensity of the shifting input,
the quick shifter enables the rider to change gear
without the need to operate the clutch lever or
shut the throttle.
The system aids in upshifting and downshifting, maximizing the riding experience.

€140.00 €130.00

€47.00

€225.00 €200.00

METER VISOR*

GRIP ENDS SET

FRONT FENDER PANEL KIT*

08R71-MKJ-E50

08F71-MKJ-E50

08F79-MKJ-D00

Meter visor fitted with a high quality aluminium panel to
enhance the iconic look of the CB1000R.

Give your CB1000R a more sporty look with this set of
Grip Ends and protect your grip in case of fall.

High quality aluminium panel to add to the front fender
of the CB1000R.

PERFORMANCE & DESIGN

€255.00 €230.00
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€184.00 €160.00

€86.00

SINGLE SEAT COWL*

RADIATOR GRILL

WHEEL STRIPE KIT

08F70-MKJ-E50ZA or ZB / 08F80-MKJ-D00ZA

08F75-MKJ-E50

08F74-MKJ-D00ZA

Seat cowl matching the colour of the bike, fitted with a
high-quality aluminium panel.
To be installed instead of the passenger seat.
3 colours available:
• Mat Ballistic Black (E50ZA)
• Mat Beta Silver Metallic (E50ZB)
• Candy Chromosphere Red (D00ZA)

Made of stainless steel, the Radiator Grill increases the
CB1000R tough image. Its original mesh pattern combines cooling capability with protection against stone
chippings for the radiator.

Easy to apply wheel decal kit.
Silver colour-accented vinyl stripes featuring the
CB1000 logo.

* Accessories already mounted on CB1000R Black Edition.
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€390.00 €330.00

€295.00 €250.00

€290.00 €250.00

GRIP HEATERS*

RIDER SEAT (ALCANTARA)

PILLION SEAT (ALCANTARA)

08T70-MKJ-D00

08F76-MKJ-E50

08F77-MKJ-E50

Thin and fully integrated with the other command, this
set of heated grips are controlled through a 5-position
switch on the left hand side.

Made of luxurious Alcantara material, this rider seat
brings the ultimate level of comfort and seating
stability.

For a perfect match with the Alcantara rider seat, select
this accessory seat which will bring the same level of
comfort and stability to your pillion.

COMFORT

€118.00 €110.00
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LUGGAGE

€86.00

REAR SEAT BAG

TANK BAG KIT

08ESY-MKJ-STB18

08ESY-MKJ-TKB18

A simple and functional rear seat bag specifically adapted to the tapered shape of the rear seat.
Easy and stable mounting when installed with the attachment kit included:
• 15L Capacity that can be expanded to 22L
• Rain cover included
• Dimensions in mm (W x L x H): 355 x 365 x 243

A simple and functional tank bag adapted to the tank of the CB1000R. Clear pocket
on top of the bag for easy smart phone storage. Attachment included provide a stable
mounting that does not disturb the handling of the machine:
• 3L capacity
• Rain cover included
• Dimensions in mm (W x L x H): 178 x 285 x 130

* Accessories already mounted on CB1000R Black Edition.
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ACCESSORIES PACKS
DESIGN
Black Edition
€71.00

CLUTCH COVER
08Z71-MKJ-E50

Add some protection and an extra touch of class
to your CB1000R with this beautiful clutch cover.

CONTENT

08HME-MKJ-DESF

Quick Shifter

Standard

Meter Visor

Standard

Rear Seat Cowl

Standard

Grip Heaters

Standard

Front Fender Panels
Grip Ends
Radiator Grill

•
•
•

SPORT 1
Standard Edition
See below for part numbers

•
•

•
•
•

Pillion Seat
(Alcantara)

PLUS

08HME-MKJ-SP

08HME-MKJ-JP

08HME-MKJ-PP

•

•
•
•
•
•

CB Design Tank Pad
Rider Seat
(Alcantara)

JOURNEY
All Editions

•

Clutch Cover

PROTECTION

SPORT 2

•
•

•
•
•
•

Tank Bag with
attachment
Rear Seat Bag with
attachment

•

Luggage Base

•

Clamp Cord

•

COLOURS
€27.00

€17.00

€126.00 €110.00

NSC STYLE TANK PAD

HONDA WING TANK PAD

INDOOR BODY COVER

08P71-MKN-D50

08P61-KAZ-800A

08P70-MKJ-D00

New design developed specifically for the Neo Sport
Cafe. Helps to protect the Tank paintwork from scratches and rubbing.

3-piece adhesive-backed tank pad in a carbon fibre
effect, featuring the Honda Wing.

Black and grey indoor body cover specifically designed
for the CB1000R. The body cover is made of durable
polyester material to avoid scratches and dust while
storing your bike.
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Mat Ballistic Black
Metallic

08HME-MKJ-DESZF

08HME-MKJ-FZA

Mat Beta Silver
Metallic

08HME-MKJ-DESZG

08HME-MKJ-FZB

Candy
Chromosphere Red

08HME-MKJ-DESZH

08HME-MKJ-FZC

PRICES

€ xxx.00
€ xxx.00

€ xxx.00
€ xxx.00

€ xxx.00
€ xxx.00

€ xxx.00
€ xxx.00

€ xxx.00
€ xxx.00

€ xxx.00
€ xxx.00
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DREAMS
REALLY DO
COME TRUE
Soichiro Honda said,
“There are qualities which lead to success.
Courage, perseverance, the ability to dream
and to persevere.”
Honda’s philosophy in dreaming of a better world for
people catalysed the invention of the ASIMO, HondaJet,
NSX and the legendary Africa Twin. Dreams can be
powerful, they push you to achieve more, to explore
new ideas, new technologies and uncover new ways
of solving problems. It takes independent thinking
and audacity to pursue dreams. It also takes
passion and innovation to never allow the dream
to die and to shape them into a reality for the
modern-day world.
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